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Dear Guests, religious leaders and peace from all over the world who have come here for this day especially the peace and members of the family Federation, who traveled thirty hours from Russia to be
here today - ladies and gentlemen Religious personalities and representatives of the heavenly Africa who
came here to the region of celestial Europe, thank you very much How can we live in a peaceful and
happy world? Today we think a lot about what we can do to live in a peaceful, happy world. The things
that are happening around us are causing us fear of the future. I see the European region in particular as a
region that has prepared the sky. When Jesus Christ walked the way of the cross, he prophesied that he
would return. Christianity began with the apostles, which was made by the work of the Holy Spirit While
they were waiting for the Messiah to return. The Christians have experienced persecution in the early
years. After Rome recognized Christianity, it developed on the European continent, from the Italian
Peninsula to the island nation Great Britain. Then the Europeans spread to Britain in supremacy in the
name of Christ all over the world The Era of Atlantic civilization. But they did not understand the essence
of Christ. Caught in their own selfishness, they put the advantage of their own nations in the foreground.
Therefore, the result was different than intended. After all, they ended not as a movement that spread true
love, but as a culture that took much from others. At an external level, the industrial revolution began in
Europe. Europeans reach - A high civilization and created a comfortable environment through the
development of science. But many problems arose because the balance could not be maintained. If people
continue this way, the future of human life and even the planet on which we live cannot be guaranteed. In
fact, we have reached a point where we must be serious. We have reached the limit of what human
strength can afford alone. People need to know what kind of the owner of the universe, God, our creator.
This is the only way to solve all problems. When God created the heavens and the earth and all things, he
created them according to his Own form. He created the world of minerals on the basis of plus and minus,
the a -Zen world with dust vessels and stamping and wildlife as male and female.
Finally, he created men as husband and wife -Adam and eve, as the Bible calls them. In the In particular,
God gave man a period of growth. Adam and eve should be Live in such a way that they gained absolute
unity with God, the creator. But while The time when they were not fully mature, they developed greed.
As a result of the fall, the people living today were born without a connection to God. The Sky couldn't
just discard the fallen humanity. Knowing and Almighty God cannot fail. Because God has given man
responsibility, he can only realize his purpose of creation when a man appears to accept the will of heaven
and the [good] Ancestor of mankind. So the sky had no choice but to go through the bitter and difficult
providence of restoring redemption. The sky summoned the Israelites to the chosen people in the hope
that they would lay a foundation on the levels of the individual, the tribe, the people and the How hard
must it have been that it lasted four thousand years? After the long period of four thousand years, heaven
sent the Messiah, Jesus Christ. The Long - Longed Messiah had come, but Mary, who brought him to the
world, as well as the representatives of Judaism and the Israelites were unable to The Central person who
would accept the will of providence and fulfill the purpose of God's creation and whom God had sent
after the long period of four thousand years had finally come, and yet no basis was prepared to support
After all, he had no choice but to go the way of the cross. Jesus took the crucifixion and prophesied that
he would come back. The cultural sphere of Christianity was born through him. Christians have a
responsibility. You must not only be blind to the coming of the Messiah in the clouds. You must Know

what the Messiah will do when he comes and prepare everything for it. The Messiah came as the native
son of God and said that he would celebrate the wedding of the lamb in his coming. For This, the
Christian kultursphäre must be born to the native daughter of God who can be the partner of the However,
the European region in which Christianity began was not able to prepare for it. God has given people
responsibility in the whole history of his providence. If this or the people are not responsible, God does
not call them again, for they have made amends to be completed. Heaven chose a people who could bring
forth the indigenous daughter of God.
In 1943, in the east, on the Korean Peninsula, the native daughter of God Born. This event is the truth of
Providence. Korea was liberated in 1945 [from Japanese colonial rule After his liberation, Korea was
divided on the basis of democratic and communist ideas. At that time a devoted spiritual group believed
that the Lord of the coming would come near Pyongyang. That's why the three generations of my family
who had strong faith didn't think to go south. After $ years of preparation, the sky brought me to the
world, and since I needed a period of growth, he led my The Korean war broke out in 1950 Then South
Korea did not have the power to confront North Korea. Because the sky had to give me a time of growth,
mobilized God the un forces from sixteen nations. This LED to the democratic nation of South Korea. We
can see how heaven longed after the birth of a victorious person who would fulfill the purpose of God's
creation. We can see how painful God was waiting for the day when the [NEW] ancestors of humanity
gave the fallen people the birth, through which God would embrace them as "my son" and "my daughter
You must know this historical truth. The Old Testament age is past. The New Testament era. It's already
past. The prophesied Messiah returned in 1960, met the native daughter of God, and rose to the position
of the true parents. Christianity should have prepared the environment for it, but it is still not in The
situation to understand this foundation. But Providence continues to develop. The True parents
established themselves on earth. So the sky could produce many blessed families that could also establish
themselves. There is already a history of history in the region of Europe. During this time, members have
suffered many difficulties because the Christians have misunderstood them. In addition, there were many
difficulties due to the communist ideology that came from the Christian culture. In particular, early
European members engaged in the underground Mission "Mission Butterfly" to liberate the people in the
countries which are under com - Authoritarian regimes suffered. A lot of sacrifices have been made. But
those who knew providence and the situation of the heavens went to their path with absolute faith.
I want to tell you all the following: the past Christian Providence in Europe It was not understood that the
gospel of Jesus was not understood. But now we know By the true parents that God, the creator, is our
heavenly parents. The Heavenly parents have endured bitter, painful and painful years of searching for
their long-awaited children. The time has come for you to stand before the heavenly parents as blessed
children born by true parents and fulfilling their responsibilities. Redemption is not only redemption for
yourselves. Each of you must save his tribe. That's why I told the blessed families, That you should fulfill
your responsibility as a tribal Messiah. They have to do their best anywhere in the world and assume their
responsibilities as a tribal Messiah. But you shall not only be the Messiah of your tribe, but also messiah
for your nation and for the world so that you can become faithful children and patriots in the The real
parents opened the era of civilization of the pacific between in which we share true love. Please remember
that there are blessed families and members of the second and third generation who embrace all humanity
by giving true love for other lives in the sign of the revolution of the "Hyo-Jeong culture of the This is the
only way for mankind to live in a peaceful world. How bitter will it be for the 7.5 billion people in the
world when they go into the spiritual world without having met the real parents, even though they lived at
the same time as Your ancestors moved into the world in the name of Christ. I hope that, on behalf of the
true parents, you will be proud Europeans who fully fulfil their responsibilities as the Messiah of your
tribe and your nation and as Thank you!

